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Service Practical: Teamwork of Personality & Soul 

 

Align and Attune:  Breathe into your HC.  Connect your HC to your Soul Light and up into 

Spirit.  Allow that Spiritual energy to flow back down into your HC.  Expand from your HC into 

your Ajna via the Brain and from there to your hands.  Attune to your Soul. 

 

Assess all Centers: Ajna, CC, Alta Major, SP, BC, SC, HC, TC 

Focus on the thought: “I honor myself as my True Self in service to Humanity and to all life in 

the World.” 

 

Reassess and balance centers that are deficient at all levels. 

Balance the Ajna to the Head Centers (SP, BC, SC, HC, TC)  

 

Alta Major :  Hold Ajna (hand), Crown (your Ajna) and with free hand, scan from the Alta 

Major downwards along the spinal cord.  Sense at levels.  If the energy is blocked or deficient -

treat.  This is done for when conflict arises. 

 

Glamour : Ajna + L/R Eye minors at levels.  Note energy flow on each eye and balance. 

 

 of Becoming: CC + HC+ BC 

The Heart Center is used here as your focus forward for right direction and eventual fulfillment.  
We “Become” by the way of the Heart.  Visualize your service. 

 

 of Being: CC + Ajna + BC  

This  will help us to express who we are essentially.  We are part of the Whole of the Creative 

Force that resides and moves within and thru us, thus making us co-creators – especially in 

service.  Signifies the fusion of the Soul and Personality. 

 

Balance Pairs: CC + BC, TC + SC, HC + SP 

Creative Thread : Ajna + TC + Think Creative Thread  

Close Aura and Bless 
 
The task of the new education is therefore the coordination of the personality, eventually bringing about its at-one-ment with the soul. 


